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(Receiced 5 July 1973) 
LET V c C”“, n 2 0, be an algebraic hypersurface with p E V an isolated singularity (or 
possibly non-singular point) of V. The intersection with V of a sufficiently small (2n + l)- 
sphere S’“” about p is a (2~ - I)-manifold K c S’“+l, the link of the singularity. The 
topological properties of K itself have been investigated by many authors. On the other 
hand, the knotting of K in SZni-’ IS only completely understood when n = 1 (see the bibliog- 
raphy in [9]); a necessary and sufficient condition that a knot K c S3 occur as the link 
of a singularity of an algebraic curve is that it be a compound torus link satisfying some 
additional conditions. Our purpose is to prove a necessary condition in higher dimensions. 
41-3 are devoted to laying the foundations of the theory of fibered knots. In $1 we define 
a fibered knot as an embedding of a highly-connected manifold K in S’“” whose comple- 
ment fibers over S’. (Fibered knots coincide with the “ simple spinnable structures on 
S ‘“+I ” of [3], provided n 2 2.) Milnor has shown that the link of an isolated hypersurface 
singularity is a fibered knot. In $2 we define in the standard way an integral bilinear form 
associated to a fibered knot called the Seifert form, compute some examples, and show how 
the Seifert form determines other knot invariants. The first result of $3 is an easy generaliza- 
tion of the work of Levine: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n 2 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence of isotopy classes of 
jibered knots in S”‘+’ and equicalence classes of integral unimodular bilinear forms. The 
correspondence associates to each knot its Seifert form. 
We could require that fibered knots be isotopic through a family of fibered knots, but this 
concept is no stronger: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n 2 3. Two isotopic jibered knots in S”‘*’ are isotopic through 
jibered knots. 
This is proved using the pseudo-isotopy theorem and results of Levine. These two 
theorems have been independently obtained by Kato [3]. 
A hypersurface singularity is locally the cone over its link [9; Theorem 2.101, so in 
higher dimensions the Seifert form thus contains all topological information about the 
singularity. 
f Research partially supported by N.S.F. Grant GP 34785X. 
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In $4 we specialize to knots arising as the links of isolated hypersurface singularities. 
The main result is: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K c S2ni1. n 2 0. be ajbered knot defined by an isolated hypersurface 
singularity. Then there is a basis for \c,hich the matrix of the Seifert form is upper triangular, 
with entries (- 1) n(n+“‘2 along the diagonal. 
This restricts the class of fibered knots that can occur as links of isolated hypersurface 
singularities. The theorem is proved by perturbing the polynomial defining the singularity 
into a polynomial having only ordinary double points as singularities. then deforming the 
ambient S’“” to lie about these simpler singularities. The proof uses the techniques of [5]. 
Further discussion of the theorem will be found in b$44. and the proof will be found in 95. 
$1. FIBERED KNOTS 
In this section we define fibered knots and give examples. All manifolds and maps 
are C”. 
DEFINITION 1.l.f Let n 2 0. Ajibered knot K c S’“+’ is an embedding of an (n - 2)- 
connected (2n - I)-manifold K in S’“” (where K is empty if 12 = 0) together with a smooth 
fiber bundle 4: S2”” - K + S’ that has the following properties: 
(i) there is a tubular (disk) neighborhood Tof K and a bundle equivalence u of Tto the 
trivial bundle K x D2 with 
21(7.--L;) 
T-K - Kx(D’-(0)) 
commuting, where p is the obvious projection; 
(ii) for all 8, the fiber F, = &‘(e’“) ( ,h w ose closure is a ‘n-manifold with boundary K, 
by (i)) is (n - I)-connected; 
(iii) S”“+ 1 and S’ are oriented. 
In condition (i) it is not necessary to require that the normal bundle to K be trivial, 
but only that the diagram be locally true. The fibration of the complement of K then 
provides a global trivialization. Condition (iii) orients the fibers of the fibration, and hence 
the manifold K as well. 
Here are some examples : 
1.2. The tririal knot SZn-’ c S”‘+’ is a fibered knot. Here the fibration 4 is the 
obvious retraction of S’“” - S’“-’ to S’, and the fiber is homeomorphic to the 2n-disk. 
1.3. Let n = 0, and let k be a non-zero integer. The map 4: S’ --+ S’ defined by 
+(e’B> = ei” gives a fibered knot, the O-knot of degree k. Here the K of (1.1) is the empty 
set, and a typical fiber consists of k points. 
t This definition differs slightly from that in previous papers by the author. 
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1.4. Let n = I, and suppose that K is connected. According to Neuwirth and Stal- 
lings [lo], the complement of K c S3 fibers over S’ with fiber a connected surface if and 
only if the commutator subgroup of n,(S3 - K) is a free group, or equivalently, if it is 
finitely generated. Zeeman [I21 has explicitly constructed the fibration of the complement 
of the torus knot of typ (2, 3). 
1.5. Let f: @“+’ + C, n 2 0, be a complex polynomial with f(0) = 0, and such that 
the differential df is non-zero in some punctured neighborhood of zero. (Thus the algebraic 
hypersurfacef-‘(0) c @“- ’ has at most an isolated singularity at 0.) Let S’“+’ be a small 
sphere about 0 E Cnil. Let K =f-‘(0) n S*““, and let 4: S’“+’ - K -+ S’ be defined by 
4(z) =f(z):I/f(r) / . Then according to Milnor [9]. 4 is a fibration and K is a fibered knot. 
K is the link of the singularity. Such knots are the central example of this paper. The 
spheres S2”‘i c I=“+’ and S’ c @ acquire orientations as boundaries of the corresponding 
disks, which themselves are oriented as subsets of complex space. 
Note, for sufficiently small spheres S2”+‘, that the isotopy class of the knot is inde- 
pendent of the sphere chosen [9; Corollary 2.91. If 0 is a regular point off, then the knot 
is the trivial knot [9; Lemma 2.121. The link of the polynomialf(z) = zk is the zero-knot 
of degree k. 
1.6. An important special case of (1.5) is the link of the singularity called the ordinary 
double point, which is defined by the polynomial&, . . . , 2,) = zo2 + . + z,‘. Just as the 
trivial knot is a zero in the set of knots, SO is this knot a unit. For n = 0, this is the O-knot of 
degree 2. For n = 1, K c S3 is two one-spheres oriented as indicated. Their linking number 
is + 1; this may be computed by introducing new variables r~,=z,+iz,,~~=Z~-iZ~SO 
that the equation becomes We ~‘i = 0, and then computing as in (2.2). The fibration 4 of 
the complement may be described as follows: Let a: S3 + S2 be the Hopf fibration, and 
let N, S E S2 be the north and south poles respectively. Then K = r-‘({N, S)). The fibering 
4 is the composition S3 - K a s2 -{N, S}+S’, where the last map is the obvious 
retraction. We will look at the geometry of this knot for all n in (2.2). 
52. SEIFERT FORIMS 
In this section we define the Seifert form of a fibered knot and compute some examples. 
All our bilinear forms will be on free finitely-generated abelian groups with values in the 
integers Z. Recall.that bilinear forms L, and L2 on free abelian groups V, and V, are 
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equiuafent (written L, - L1) if there is an isomorphism h of Vi to Vz such that L,(.r. y) = 
L?(h.r. h-v) for all X. _v E C’i. The matrix of a bilinear form L on V with respect to a basis 
Ii* . ..) .Y” of V is {L(xi. .xj)j. 
The classical definition of linking numbers will be most convenient for our purposes 
[I 1; 5771. Let x and y be null-homologous n-cycles in S’“-‘. n 2 0. and let X be an (n + l)- 
cycle such that SX = x. The linking number 1(x, y) of x and ,V is the number of intersections 
of X and y. 
Let K c SZncl, n 2 0, be a fibered knot with fibration 4. W’rite F for F, = @-‘(I). 
Note that the group R,(F) (reduced homology) is free. For any real number 8, let 
ho: R,(F) -+ H,(F,) be the isomorphism induced by the path w: I - S’ defined by w(t) = eier. 
The Seifert form of K is the bilinear pairing L: A,(F) x A,(F) -+ Z defined by L(.u. y) = 
I(h, x, y). (Compare [S]; only a matrix can be defined for an arbitrary codimension-two knot.) 
It is not hard to see that L is well-defined on homology classes. Another way of defining the 
Seifert form at x and y is as I(.r, h,y) = (- l)“+‘l(h,y, x) = (- I)“+‘L(y, x). We choose the 
above definition to improve signs (2.1). (2.4). Since the complement of K fibers over S’, the 
pairing L is unimodular by Alexander duality. 
The Seifert form of the trivial knot is the trivial form. The Seifert form of any fibered 
knot K c S3 with K connected can be computed as follows: Let _!Z’be the matrix of this form 
with respect to some basis. A method due to Murasugi [13] computes a Seifert matrix 9’ 
with respect to some spanning surface; furthermore 9’ - 9. where - denotes “related by 
achainof equivalences, elementary enlargements, and elementary reductions”. According to 
Trotter [14], there is an algorithmic method for finding a matrix Y” with det Y” f 0 and 
9” N 9”. Thus 9” - Y, and both have non-zero determinant. Hence. again according 
Trotter (Theorem 2), det 9” = 1 and 9’” = 9’. 
Here are some more examples of Seifert forms. 
PROPOSITION 2. I. The O-knot of degree k > 2 has Seifert form determined by the (k - 




ProoJ Let 4: Si + S ’ be the map &e’a) = e”‘. and let p, = eZn”“j’ for nr = 0, I, . , 
k-l. Then F=4-‘(l)={p,, . . . . pk-11. Thus fi,F) = (p, ~ p&f 0 (pz - pl)Z 0 . . . 
@ (pk-, - pk_. &I, and with respect to this basis one easily computes that the Seifert form 
has the above matrix, except with - 1 above the diagonal. Replacing every second basis 
element by its negative changes the matrix into the desired form. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K c SZncl, n 2 I, be the link of the singularity f(z,, . , z,) = 
zo2 + ... + zn2 (see (I .6)). Then K is diffeomorphic to rhe tangent S”- ‘-bundle to S”, thejiber 
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f of the jibration has I?,(F) 2 Z, and the Seifert form is defined by the 1 x 1 matrix 
“(“+I):2 
(-1) . 
Note that the case n = 0 is included in Proposition 2.1. We will use the methods of 
(2.2) in the proof of (4.1). 
Proof. We may choose the sphere S’“” to be of radius I. Let Z~ = 11~ + irL for 
k = 0, . . . , n, and let u = (I(~, . , u,) and t = (co. . . . , II,,). The equations of the link K 
become ]u/’ - jr?] - 2i(u, u) =0 and 1~1’ + ]uj2 = 1. Thus K is the set of (u, v) ER”” 
x R”+’ satisfying 1 u I = 1 c’ j = 1,‘2 and (u, r> = 0. Hence K is diffeomorphic to the tangent 
S”-‘-bundle to S”. 
Similarly the fiber F = F, is given by equations arg{ I u12 - It’12 - 2i(u, c)} > 0 and 
]uj* + Iu12 = 1. Th ese are equivalent to ]u/ > 1~~1, /u/’ + /uI’= 1, and (14, v) =O. This 
set retracts to the set I UI = 1 and u = 0, which is clearly an n-sphere. Hence R,(F) ‘v i2. 
This proves the first two statements. Next we find the Seifert form. Let Y0 be the 
n-sphere defined by the equations I uI = 1 and u = 0 as above. The diffeomorphism 
A’,: S?nfl+S2n+l defined by A,(z) = ele’ ‘z takes the fiber over 1 to the fiber over eie. In 
particular d,(z) = iz, and &,(.Y,,) = {U = 0, I cl = lj, which we define to be 9,. We need 
to find the linking of 9, and Y, in S2”+‘. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 9, and Yz be disjoint smoothly embeddedn-spheres in S*“+l = dD*“+‘, 
and suppose that Yi = dk%, , where gI and gaz are transversally intersecting (n + I)-disks in 
D lni2. Then the linking number of 9, and 9, is (- 1)“” times the (algebraic) number of 
intersections of gI and .Q2 
This follows directly from the combinatorial version of Lefschetz [6; p. 2071. The 
difference in signs occurs since he defines linking using a chain whose boundary is the second 
factor, which changes the sign by (- l)“+‘. 
Returning to the proof of (2.2), 9, is the oriented boundary of the disk I u I I 1, u = 0, 
and 9, is the oriented boundary of the disk u = 0, I ~‘1 I 1. These clearly intersect trans- 
versally at the origin; we only need compute the sign. Let e,, fO, e,, . , f, be the standard 
basis of C”“. The orientation class of the intersection of the above two disks is f0 ,fi, . . . , 
f eo, e,, . . . . e,, 
tK;s 
which is (_ l)(n+l)(n+2)/2 times the orientation class of C”“. Combining 
with Lemma 2.3 gives linking l(YZ, Yo) = (- 1) “(“+“‘*. Since L(Y,, 9,) is by defini- 
tion 1(9”, , .Yo), this completes the proof. 
Lastly, we recall how the Seifert form gives other invariants. Let K c S2”+‘, n 2 1, 
be a fibered knot with fibration 4: S’“” -K+S’.TheclosureFofthefiberF=@-‘(I) 
is an (n - I)-connected Zn-manifold with boundary K. The orientation of S*“+’ gives an 
orientation of S*“+’ - K, and this together with the orientation of S’ gives an orientation 
of F. The intersection form of F is the bilinear pairing S: H,(F) x H,(F) ---t Z defined by 
S(x, y) = (x’ u y’, [F]), where x’, y’ E H”(F, aF) are Lefschetz duals to i,x and i,y, i: 
F + F is the inclusion and [F] is the orientation class of F. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 [7, 31. Let K c SZnfl, n 2 1, be a fibered knot with Seifert form L. 
Then the intersection form S of thefiber F is L + (- 1)“L’. 
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A careful proof gives the above signs. 
Suppose n is odd and not I. 3. or 7. If .y E H,(F) is represented by a smoothly embedded 
sphere, then L(x. x) (mod 2) is the characteristic element of the normal bundle to X. This 
characteristic element is in the kernel of the map -,_,(SO,) - z:,_,(SO). which is isomorphic 
to Zz for odd n not I. 3. or 7. This is due to Levine. 
Finally, the monodromy automorphism h = hl, of fi”~F) induced by a positive turn 
about the base space S’ of the fibration is (- I)“-‘L-‘L’ [3]. The above invariants are 
related by the formula S(x, v) = L(x. (1 - h)~). for all X, _V E H,(F). If L. S, and h have 
matrices-y, Y, X with respect to some basis .ri. . . xp of H,(F). then the above relation 
becomes 9’ = .$!‘(I - 2). 
$3. ISOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF FIBERED KNOTS 
Recall that two submanifolds K, and K2 c .Sznil are isotopic if there is a smooth 
orientation-preserving family of diffeomorphisms qr of S’““. 0 I r 2 I. with q,, the identity 
and ql(K,) = K2 We reduce the problem of classifyin g isotopy classes of fibered knots to 
a purely algebraic problem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n 2 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence of isotopy classes of 
jibered knots in SZnc 1 and equivalence classes of integra/ wlimodular bilinear forms. The 
correspondence associates to each knot its Se$ert form. 
Proof. This theorem is an easy generalization of results of Kervaire and Levine. We 
have already remarked that the Seifert form of a fibered knot is unimodular. 
Suppose that K, and K2 c S’“” are isotopic fibered knots with Seifert forms L, and 
L,. According to [S; Theorem I]. which is true in the more general context of Ki an 
(n - 2)-connected (2n - I)-manifold, not just a homotopy sphere, matrices of L, and L2 
are related by a chain of equivalences,? elementary enlargements, and elementary reductions. 
However, L, and L2 are unimodular. so by Proposition 2 of the same paper we have that 
L, is equivalent to L2. 
Conversely, given a bilinear form L, Kemaire [4], [see also 2; $5.61 constructs a knot 
Kc S2”+’ with Seifert form L. Kervaire assumes that L + (- l)“Lr is unimodular, but this 
is only to insure that K be a homotopy sphere. Since L is unimodular, an easy application 
of the h-cobordism theorem shows that SZnCi - K fibers oyer S’. Finally, two fibered knots 
in S*“+’ with equivalent Seifert forms are isotopic [8; Lemma 31. This completes the proof. 
Partial results may be obtained when n = 1, 2 using the above references. It would be 
interesting to have complete results. 
Finally we show that isotopy and isotopy through fibered knots are equivalent notions. 
We call two fibered knots K, and K2 with fibrations 4i and 41 isotopic throughjibered knots 
if they are isotopic by an isotopy q, such that 4i = 42. 0 vi. (Thus q?,(K,) is a fibered knot 
with fibration $i 0 ql-‘, for 0 I t i 1.) 
t “equivalence” is called “congruence” in [8] 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let n 2 3, and suppose that the jibered knots K, and K1 c .S’“-’ are 
isotopic. 7%en they are isotopic throughfibered knots. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let n 2 3. Then any twofibrations of the complement of afibered knot 
in S “’ ’ are bundle equicalent. 
The corollary follows directly from the theorem. To what extent are these results true 
fern= 1 and2? 
Proof of 3.2. Let L, and L2 be the Seifert forms of K, and Kz. and $1 and 4z the 
corresponding fibrations. By Theorem 3.1, L, = L, . Hence by [S: $141, there is an isotopy 
r7t : cpn+ 1 ~ pn+1, 0 5 t 5 1, such that q,, is the identity, ql(K,) = K,, and ~~(&-‘(l)) = 
+2-1(l). Thus the map 42 0 qt is another fibering of the complement of K, in S*“+‘, with 
the fibers over 1 E .S’ coinciding. We will show that there is an isotopy of SZnC* fixing K, 
and taking one fibration to the other; this will prove the theorem. 
Let T be a tubular neighborhood of K, as in Definition 1.1. We may assume that 
$1 j T = (cj2 0 ql)/ T. Let X be the space SZni-’ - T cut apart along 41-‘(1). X is now a 
fiber bundle over the unit interval 1 in two ways, using either $1 or $z 0 ql. Both these are 
bundle equivalent to F x 1, where P is the closure of 41-‘(1) - (T n 41 -l(l)). Hence the 
composite of the inverse of one bundle equivalence followed by the other is a pseudo- 
isotopy of F x I which is the identity on 8F x I. By a relative version of Cerf’s pseddo- 
isotopy theorem [I], this is isotopic through pseudo-isotopies which remain unchanged on 
(F x (0)) u (F x {I}) u (8F x Z) to an isotopy. Pre- and post-composing with the bundle 
equivalence gives an isotopy of X, and hence an isotopy of S’“+’ - T. This extends to an 
isotopy of S2”+’ taking one fibration to the other. 
$4. ALGEBRAIC KNOTS 
Let K c Sznfl, n 2 0, be a fibered knot arising as the link of a singularity of a complex 
polynomial (Example l.S), let F be the fiber over 1 ES’, and L be the Seifert form on 
fi,(F). 
THEOREM 4.1. There is a basis x1, . . , x,, of a,,(F) such that L(x,, xi) = (- l)n(n+1)‘2 
foralll~i~~,andL(xi,xj)=Oforalli>j. 
Thus the matrix of L with respect to this basis is upper triangular with + 1 along the 
diagonal; in particular, by (2.4) it is the same as the upper half of the matrix of the inter- 
section form S. 
In the case n = 1 this result may be pictured as follows: Represent the two-dimensional 
Seifert surface F in the ordinary plane [w2 as a ‘-disk with a number of immersed, twisted 
handles representing the above basis of one-cycles. The above result then implies that each 
handle has one complete twist, and that the first handle lies under all the others, the second 
lies under all but one, and so forth. For example, the torus link of type (2, k) for k a positive 
integer has the Seifert matrix f L, of Proposition 2.1, and may be drawn as a disk with 
(k - 1) bands. This knot is (up to orientation) the link of the singularity xk + y’. That such 
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L I 
upper triangular presentations exist for all compound torus knots occurring as links of singu- 
larities is not obvious. Unfortunately there are knots other than these with upper triangular 
Seifen matrices; hence this condition is not enough to characterize algebraic knots for n = 1. 
In higher dimensions, not all fibered knots have a Seifert form that has an upper 
triangular matrix with respect to some basis. For example, the three-component link 
I I 
0 1 
has Seifert matrix , o , I I which is not equivalent to an upper triangular matrix. (This is 
not the link of the singularity .Y’ + y3. There the linking number of any pair of components 
is the intersection number of the correspondin, 0 branches, which is + 1, whereas in the 
above link, the linking numbers of the two vertical components with the horizontal one 
are of opposite sign.) Thus the corresponding higher-dimensional fibered knot, which exists 
by Theorem 3.1, does not occur as the link of an isolated hypersurface singularity. Note 
in addition that the characteristic polynomial of the monodromy. - (t - I)‘. is a product 
of cyclotomic polynomials. 
There is a method of computing the intersection form S by using the fundamental 
group of the complement of the discriminant locus in the universal deformation off -l(O). 
Unfortunately this method is rather difficult, and it is not known whether it always works; 
it computes S(,Y~, ‘cj). where x 1. ., .Y,, is a basis of the type appearing in (4.1). By (2.4), 
L(x,. ,rj) = S(x, , .rj) if i > j, so this would compute the Seifert form as well, and hence find 
all the topological information in the singularity. 
In any fibered knot, the Seifert form L determines the intersection form S and the 
monodromy h. On the other hand, suppose there is given a basis for which L is known to have 
upper triangular matrix .Y with entries (- l)n(n+1)i2 on the diagonal. As remarked above 9 
may be computed from a matrix for S. Similarly, if 2 is a matrix for h, then the equation 
& ZZ (- [)“+I 8-‘-Y” of $1 determines the upper triangular matrix 2, since it may be 
solved for 9 a row and a column at a time. 
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55. THF. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 
We compute the Seifert form using Lemma 2.3, which relates linkmg in SZncl to inter- 
sections in Dzn’ 2. The polynomialfdefining the singularity is perturbed by adding a small 
linear factor so that the new polynomialj has only ordinary double points as singularities, 
Then Dznc2 is deformed into a chain of solid cylinders about these double points, where 
disks can be spanned explicitly as in the proof of (2.2). The linking numbers then come 
directly from the geometry. We rely heavily on the techniques of [5]. 
A simpler proof of the theorem may be provided when the homology group H,_,(K) of 
the link K consists only of torsion elements. Then the matrix I - Y? of I- h at the end of 
Section 2 has non-zero determinant. so _Y = P’(Z - X)-r. By [5]. h is a product of reflec- 
tions, one in each vanishing cycle. A short computation shows that _Y has the desired form. 
We use SEZn+’ (p) (respectively DE2”+‘(p)) to denote the (2n + I)-sphere (respectively 
(2n -+ 2)-disk) of radius aabout pE@“+‘, andset S13”+’ = S,2nC’(0)andD,2ni-Z = DzZnf2(0). 
Let f(z), where z = (z,, , . , z,), be the polynomial defining the singularity in the 
hypothesis of (4.1). By [9; Corollary 2.91 there is an E > 0 such that 0 is the sole critical 
point offin Do”” and ail spheres of radius less than or equal to E intersect f -l(O) trans- 
versally. Choose 5, where 0 < 6 < E, such that for all z E SE’“+’ withf(z) E Dd2, the function 
f(Sc2"+1 has rank 2 at z. Let X, = {z E St’“+’ : If(z)/ 2 3). Thus the inclusionj,: F, n 
X, -+ F, is a homotopy equivalence. Let 
Pz = J- -‘(D,‘) n DcZnC2 
X2 =f-‘(S,‘) n DE’“+’ 
f, =f-‘(I) n Dt2”+‘. 
Note that the interior of 8, in C “+ ’ is a smooth manifold, and that Zsz is smooth except 
at JXz The following lemma is an easy extension of [9; pp. 52-541: 
LEMMA 5.1. There is an orientation-presercing homeomorphism y, : DBZnC2 + g2 such 
that 
(9 rl(x,) = x2; 
(ii) f(‘ir(z))/ ] f(yl(z)) ] = f(z)/ ] f(z) 1 for all z E X, ; in particular yI(FO n Xl) = Paeie for 
all 0; 
(iii) y, is smooth except at aXI. 
The next step is to perturb the polynomialfto obtain a new polynomial with only non- 
degenerate critical points. Let f,(z) =f(z) + zI=,, aizi for an (n + I)-tuple of complex 
numbers a = (ao, . , a,). According to [5], we may choose an open connected neighbor- 
hood A about 0 in @“+l such that for all a E A, 
(i) if z E D, *“+’ is a critical point off,, thenf,(z) E int D,‘; and 
(ii) for all z E SE2”+’ withf,(z) E D,‘, the rank off,] SE’“+’ at z is 2. 
Definition 5.2. Letfbe a complex polynomial as in the beginning of this section, and 
let A be chosen as above. We callf, a perturbation off. If a E A has the additional properties 
thatf, has only nondegenerate critical points in DzZn+‘, and no two critical points have the 
same critical value, we say that f, is a non-degenerate perturbation off. 
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Non-degenerate perturbations always exist. since by Sard’s theorem such points a are 
dense about 0. Choose some non-degenerate perturbation i = f3 off corresponding to 
some 2 E A. Let 
LEMMA 5.3. There is an orientation-preserring homeomorphism yz : 8, -+ .G3 such that 
(9 Ye= X3; 
(ii) f=30 yz on X ?; in particular y?(E,) = F,jbr all t kc,ith / tj = d; 
(iii) y2 is smooth except at 3X2 
Proof (compare [j]). Let 
E = {(z, a) E DE2”+’ x A: f,(z) E D,‘} 
E’ = {(z, a) E DeZn+* x A: f,(z) E .Sj’j 
E” = ((2, a) E DeZnc2 x A: f,(z) E D,’ and z E SE’“+‘) 
E”’ = E’ n E”. 
Then the interior of E is a smooth manifold, and ZE = E’ u E” is a union of smooth mani- 
folds along their common smooth boundary E”. Let p: E -+ A be projection to the second 
factor. Then pj(E - dE), pi E’, pi E”, and p\ E” are ail of maximal rank. Thus p is a fiber 
bundle over the connected space A, and any two fibers, in particular p-‘(O) = .9* and 
p-‘(E) = 9,) are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism that is smooth except at 
p-‘(O) n E”’ = 2X2. This proves (i) and (iii). Let L : E - D,’ be defined by L(z, a) = f,(z). 
To prove (ii), we note that (L x p) 1 E’: E’ -+ D,’ x A is of maximal rank, so the diffeo- 
morphism may be chosen to preserve the fibers of L. This completes the proof of (5.3). 
We will find a special basis of fi,(F,) made up of ranishing cycles. Let p E UZncl be one 
of the non-degenerate critical points off: In some neighborhood of p there are local complex 
coordinates w,(z), . . . , w,(z) such that f(z) -j(p) = 1v02 + + w,‘. Suppose that a 
closed ball of radius E’ > 0 is contained in this neighborhood. Choose 6’ > 0 such that the 
function f 1 S,.(p) has no critical points z with 1 fi(:)i s 8’. Introduce real coordinates 
We = ul, + iu,, for k = 0, . n. 
Definition 5.4. The vanishing cycle associated to the non-degenerate critical point p is 
the homology class in fi,,(F,,,,+, .) represented by the n-sphere zlo2 + .. + u,’ = 6’ and 
L’o = ” . = l!, = 0. 
The vanishing cycle is determined up to sign. The terminology comes from the fact that 
the n-sphere vanishes as the fiber PIcp,+a. approaches the critical fiber Ff,,, 
Suppose f has p critical points. We choose disjoint neighborhoods about each of the 
critical points off in De’“+’ and local coordinates as above; since there are only a finite 
number, we may assume that 6 and 8’ are the same for all. 
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We order:he critical values ft, . . . t, in D,’ off as follows: There is a smooth isotopy 
‘I~: D,’ x I+ D 62 such that, if o is defined by w(e) = qr(de’“) for real numbers 0, 
(9 
(ii) 
q,(d) = 6 and q,(t,) = t, for all i = 1, . . . , p and 0 < s _< 1; that is, 6 and t,, . . , t, 
remain fixed under v,; 
There are real numbers 0 < 8r < 8,“~ e2 < &’ < . . < Cl,, < 8,’ < 2n such that 
w(ei) = ti + d’, m(ei’) = ti - d’, and w runs counterclockwise along Sa,‘(ti) between 
Bi and Bi’, for i = 1. , p. 
We call t,, . . . , t, an ordered set of critical values off. Note that such orderings exist, 
but are not unique. 
For the third and last deformation, let 
A = ~0,~) 
B4 =2-‘(A) n DE2”+’ 
X4 =f-'@A)n Dc2”+‘. 
LEMMA 5.5. There is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism y3: 9, -+ g4 such that 
(9 y3(X3) = X4; 
(ii) q1 03=30y3 0, X3; in particular r3(FJa,le) = F,(,,for all 8; 
(iii) y3 is smooth except at dX, . 
The proof uses standard vector field arguments based on the fact that_?is a fiber bundle 
over D,’ - {tl, . . , t,}, and will be omitted. 
Note that f is a fiber bundle when restricted to D, 2ni2 intersected with the inverse 
image of D,’ -{tl, . . . . tP}. Let 0 be a real number. The path w restricted to the interval 
from 0 to 6’ induces an isomorphism I?,: fi,JF6) --+ B,(FUC,,). Let li E fi,(F,) be the inverse 
image of the vanishing cycle associated to the critical value ti under the map R,, , for i = 1, 
) p. We call P,, . . 1 ,fp an ordered set of vanishing cycles in I?,,(F&. Note that they depend 
on the choice of isotopy vs. 
PROPOSITION 5.6 (Lamotke). The ordered set of vanishing cycles in fi,(Fa) is a basis. 
This is the main result of [5]. Here is an outline of the proof: Since the fibration 4 
of the original fibered knot is trivial near K, the map 1 - h (where h is defined at the end 
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of $2) induces a well-defined map var: H,(F. ;IF) - H,,(P), which is shew? to be an iso- 
morphism. By (ii) of (5.1), (5.3), and (5.5), the map h may be identified with the’ auto- 
morphism i2 n of I?,(Fa). By Lefschetz’s third theorem on the homology of algebraic 
varieties, Lzn = rP 3 ..’ 3 rl where riC.)c) =x - (- l)“‘“-““(.Ci. x)f, for i = 1, . . . . ;I. This 
shows that 2,, , 1, form a linearly independent spanning set in R,(Z‘,), and completes 
the proof. 
Let 7 = ~1~7~7~: DEZn+l ---t 9,, and recall that j,: F, n X, -+ F, is the inclusion. Let 
oyi = (iO)*Y*-’ ,fi E A,(F) for i = 1, , p. These are the basis elements that appear in the 
statement of Theorem 4.1. By definition. L(.ui, xj) = I(h, .yi, xi). which is clearly equai to 
I(h,xi , h,xj) for any z < p < r i 277. 
First we show that L(x,, x,) = (- l)n(“i’)i2 for all i. We choose CI = Bi, p = 8;‘, and 
calculate I(/I,~,x~, h,,.r,) by applying (2.3) to intersecting disks in DE’“” whose boundaries 
represent h,,,xi and h,, .Y, In fact we will find disks in 9, whose boundaries represent 
&,li and &.qi and apply y-’ to obtain disks in DE’“+‘, smooth by (iii) of (j.l), (5.3) 
and (5.5), whose boundaries represent (jeP)*;l*-‘&,. li = l~~,,(j,,)*~~-‘l~ = /I,~..Y~ and 
(je)*~.+-‘&, ,fi = Iz,~x~ (by (ii) of (5.1), (5.3) and (5.5)). Recall that I?,, fi has geometric 
representative / u 1’ = b’, P = 0 in local coordinates (5.4), where u = (Us, . un) and 
t’ = (LJ,, , . , P,). Near this critical point we may choose the connection inducing h, to be the 
map A0 from the proof of (2.2). Hence Lni.(_Ci) has geometric representative 1 r/z = A’, u = 0. 
As in (2.2), these spheres are boundaries of the disks ju12 5 6’. 1’ = 0 and lu[’ _< Li’, u = 0, 
which lie in Qd and intersect at the point u = P = 0 with sign (- l)n(n*‘)iZ. 
Next we show that L(r,. _rj) = 0 for i > j. We choose Y = Qj, p = Oi, and show 
I(h,,xi, h,,xj) = 0 by tinding non-intersecting disks in DE’“+’ whose boundaries represent 
the homology classes /z,~ xi and h,, xj. Again it suffices to find non-intersecting disks in g4 
whose boundaries represent fi,( li and ke,.Cj. In local coordinates near each of these critical 
points these classes have geometric representatives spanning disks of the form /li/2 2 J’, 
t’ = 0. Since the coordinate neighborhoods of each critical point were chosen disjoint, these 
disks do not intersect. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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